North Blenheim Mutual is a policy holder owned Company. Part of the strong Ontario Mutual network
of companies, providing Automobile, Home, Farm, Commercial & Automobile Insurance to Policy
Holders in Ontario for over 160 years. We are a growing company with deep roots in our community.
North Blenheim Mutual Insurance Company is seeking a full-time Underwriting Manager. We are
seeking a customer-focused professional who communicates effectively, works co-operatively and
demonstrates respect in a team environment.
Position Overview and Responsibilities
-Lead the underwriting department and influence frontline decisions that follow the company rate
manual
-Provided direction, guidance, training, and technical advice to the underwriting team
-Maintain the company rate manual and stay current on policy wordings
-Process facultative farm and commercial policies
-Quality assurance to ensure policies are going out in a timely manner and ensuring the risk meets the
company’s risk tolerance
-Internal audit for quality compliance and performance review
-Assist Agents and Brokers with coverage inquiries
-Report statistics to Ontario Mutual Insurance Association
Education and Experience
-Previous leadership experience is an asset
-Minimum of 5 years’ experience in property and casualty insurance all line’s
-Experience with farm and commercial wording, especially facultative policies
-Detail oriented with high level of accuracy with an ability to organize and prioritize work effectively
-CIP designation or working towards it
-Titan experience is an asset
We are committed to a selection process and work environment that is inclusive and barrier free. The
company will work with the applicant to arrange reasonable and appropriate accommodation for the
selection process which will enable the applicant to be assessed in a fair and equitable manner. North
Blenheim Mutual welcomes applications from people with disabilities.
If you are looking for a fast-paced environment with a growing company that has a competitive benefit
package please submit your resume by August 15, 2022, cover letter and salary expectations to Teresa
Martin, Accounting and HR Manager. Email to tmartin@northblenheim.com
We thank all applicants however only those selected for an interview will be contacted.

